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In the second half of 1952, a total of 2,722 patients with
poliomyelitis were admitted to the Blegdam Hospital for
communicable diseases in Copenhagen. With 12 % of all
admissions requiring artificial respiratory support,
resources were soon overwhelmed, and the initial case-
fatality rate for patients with respiratory failure reached
90 %. Driven by necessity, a few dedicated professionals
persisted with ‘‘therapeutic improvisations’’ and eventu-
ally refined the specific skills required to provide long-
term manual positive pressure ventilation through a tra-
cheostomy [1]. Because of excellent record keeping,

subsequent publications demonstrated that manual posi-
tive pressure ventilation halved the case-fatality rate [2].

Since the polio pandemic of the 1950s, the practice of
intensive care medicine has been built upon all types of
objective research evidence: the well-conducted obser-
vational study [3] and the single-patient case report [4]
have led to major improvements in patient outcomes. The
main challenge faced by today’s clinician is to fine tune
an already well-established system of care. Fortunately,
the randomized controlled trial (RCT) is uniquely suited
for the efficient detection of modest treatment effects. The
purpose of this short review is to highlight how RCTs
complement other forms of research evidence, thus
helping to advance the practice of modern intensive care
medicine.

Mechanical ventilation: the hallmark of intensive care
medicine

Lassen and Ibsen were prescient in their descriptions of
long-term manual positive pressure ventilation during the
Copenhagen polio epidemic, reporting that ‘‘when bag
ventilation is administered correctly… it amounts to
20–30 cm. water’’ insufflation pressure, which ‘‘counter-
acts the development of oedema of the lungs’’ [1, 2].
Forty-eight years later, the most transformative RCT in
our field confirmed their observations.

The Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome Network
(ARDS Net) lower tidal volume trial was conducted at ten
university centres throughout the USA [5]. Within 36 h of
the onset of ARDS, patients were randomized to receive a
ventilation strategy that limited tidal volume (6 ml/kg
predicted body weight) and plateau pressure (B30 cm of
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water) or a strategy based on a higher tidal volume
(12 ml/kg predicted body weight) that also allowed higher
plateau pressures (up to 50 cm of water). After 861
patients were enrolled, use of the lower tidal volume/
lower plateau pressure strategy led to an 8.8 % absolute
reduction in deaths [95 % confidence interval (CI)
2.4–15.3 %, P = 0.007].

General acceptance of the results of the ARDS Net
lower tidal volume trial is demonstrated by the inclusion
of strong recommendations for tidal volume and plateau
pressure control in the surviving sepsis campaign guide-
lines, which were developed and endorsed by more than
28 clinical societies from around the world [6]. Further-
more, a landmark observational study enrolling 29,470
patients with sepsis demonstrated successful implemen-
tation of the recommendation for plateau pressure control
was associated with a significant reduction in mortality
(odds ratio 0.81, P \ 0.001) [7].

Steroids: pluripotent panacea?

Corticosteroids have a direct and dramatic effect on
almost every inflammatory process. Based on a thorough
understanding of their physiological effects, steroids have
been used in many conditions, including sepsis, acute
spinal cord injury and head trauma. Despite widespread
use for more than 30 years, objective evidence demon-
strating that moderation of the inflammatory response
improves patient outcomes remains controversial for
sepsis and acute spinal injury, but not for head trauma.

Commenced in April 1999, the Corticosteroid Ran-
domisation After Significant Head Injury (MRC CRASH)
trial enrolled patients in 239 hospitals from 49 countries
[8]. Within 8 h of head injury, patients were randomized
to receive 30 mg/kg methylprednisolone or placebo. After
enrollment of 10,008 patients, the MRC CRASH trial
demonstrated significant excess mortality attributed to
steroid use: an absolute increase of 3.2 % more deaths at
2 weeks (relative risk 1.18, 95 % CI 1.09–1.27,
P = 0.0001) [8]. This excess mortality persisted at
6 months (P \ 0.0001), with no evidence of a difference
in the quality of functional recovery between groups [9].
After more than 30 years of clinical use, the MRC
CRASH trial brought clarity to the role of steroids in head
trauma.

The future of intensive care: when is less more?

In 2006, the ARDS Network published the results of a
1,001-patient clinical trial comparing conservative fluid
resuscitation targets to more liberal targets for patients

with acute lung injury. During the first 7 days of study,
patients randomized to the conservative targets achieved a
net negative fluid balance, whereas patients with liberal
targets achieved a net positive fluid balance (-136 vs.
?6,992 ml, P \ 0.001). Although the study groups did
not differ with regards to mortality, patients in the con-
servative group experienced more days alive and free
from mechanical ventilation (14.6 vs. 12.1 days,
P \ 0.001) and more days alive and discharged from ICU
(13.4 vs. 11.2 days, P \ 0.001) [10]. Benefits from less
fluid resuscitation have also been demonstrated in criti-
cally ill patients who do not require mechanical
ventilation.

The Fluid Expansion as Supportive Therapy (FEAST)
trial was conducted in Africa and enrolled 3,141 children
presenting to hospital triage with severe febrile illness and
signs of impaired perfusion. Children were randomly
assigned to maintenance fluids only or a conservative
fluid bolus (40 ml/kg) for initial resuscitation. Bolus
resuscitation was further randomized to be conducted
with either saline or albumin. Patients randomized to
receive maintenance fluids only were less likely to die
than patients randomized to receive a bolus of saline (7.3
vs. 10.5 % mortality, P = 0.01) or a bolus of albumin
(7.3 vs. 10.6 % mortality, P = 0.008) [11]. These
potential survival benefits are also supported by the
results of a well-conducted observational study.

The Randomized Evaluation of Normal Versus Aug-
mented Level (RENAL) renal replacement therapy study
enrolled 1,508 patients and compared a standard dose rate
of continuous renal-replacement therapy to an augmented
higher dose rate [12]. Because patient outcomes did not
differ between randomized groups, the RENAL study
database has been used to support a number of observa-
tional studies. One such observational study focused on the
relationship between fluid balance and patient outcomes.

Approximately 50 % (748/1,508) of the patients
enrolled into RENAL were able to maintain a negative
mean daily fluid balance while they remained in intensive
care [13]. Compared to patients with a positive mean
daily fluid balance, patients who were able to maintain a
negative balance were more likely to survive to study day
90 (57.2 vs. 32.3 % mortality, P \ 0.0001). Comple-
mentary evidence from RCTs and observational studies
conducted in diverse patient groups highlights an oppor-
tunity to improve outcomes for future patients by
attempting to improve our understanding of how fluid
resuscitation should be provided.

Summary

The total number of clinical trials conducted and pub-
lished in the field of intensive care medicine has doubled
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over the past 10 years (Fig. 1), but not because the RCT
represents the only way forward. The well-conducted
RCT represents one of many appropriate research tools at
our disposal. In conjunction with the appropriate consid-
eration of physiology, hard-earned bedside knowledge
and information generated from well-conducted obser-
vational studies, we have little doubt that information
generated by RCTs has helped to save tens of thousands
of lives over the past 40 years. The appropriate use of

objective research evidence will continue to play a major
role in defining the future of intensive care.
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